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Power users in Slack already know this, but the best team messaging apps out there - including Facebook Workplace and a few others - provide extreme flexibility. You can customize the interface, add an endless variety of channels and apps, and instantly chat with people via voice or video. Large companies that use
Slack also tend to create short-term accounts for people who have access only to a limited number of channels and only for a certain period of time. This layered approach makes team messaging and online collaboration less chaotic and more controlled - e.g. communication is not so random and random. While it may
not be your first choice for a team messaging app, Discord places a strong emphasis on instant voice communication and real-time collaboration, making it easy to discuss projects and other work issues with your colleagues. That is, if you can convince them to use it first. Want to try Discord? Check out the website here
(Image credit: Discord) Plans and pricingDiscord is a free app with a wide range of features. In fact, the paid app - called Discord Nitro - only adds a few vanity features like the ability to add custom tags. There is unlimited file storage with the free plan, although the one glaring limitation here is that file uploads must be
8MB or less. Nitro removes this barrier almost exclusively by increasing the upload size to 100MB. The Nitro plan costs $9.99 per month per user or $99.99 per year per user. (Image credit: Discord) Interface and performance The first thing you might notice about Discord is that it has a gamer aesthetic. We may be
pigeon-holing here, but the dark gray and black seem to match up with the night gaming rituals of some, although you can adjust the interface easily enough. In fact, switching to light mode shows that Discord looks a bit like Slack albeit with a light blue color palette instead of purple. In addition to these initial
comparisons, Discord is nothing like Slack.For starters, this team messaging app emphasizes voice chat. You can still do a video chat in groups, but because of the gamer mentality, there are two different channels for communication. Text channels act as glorified text message apps – groups can discuss projects and
share files easily, but just below it's another section called Voice Channels. This is where things get interesting - you can set your microphone to always on when you sign up for a voice channel and then go about your business - for example, sharing your screen. Note that in the browser version, hold this tab in the lead,
otherwise the persistent voice chat will not work. In the desktop app, anyone who joins that voice channel can then chat directly with you. It's stronger than it sounds. It's a bit like having a window to the world open at all times, especially if you sign up for a public It is also similar to the the persistent voice chat in a game
like Fortnite and encourages community engagement and dialogue. For business purposes, Discord works just as well to discuss a web development project as it does to complete a Minecraft custom project. As mentioned earlier, the ability to set permission levels means that you can add a new employee to a few chats
here and there, but hide some of the discussions that are intended for department or lead use. Overall, Discord is heavy on real-time communication and collaboration, making it ideal for any purpose. FeaturesDiscord is not meant as a secure, enterprise-grade messaging app. It's fun and quirky, with little pop-ups to
guide you through the basics and cute cartoon-like icons. But everything you need is there. Up to eight people can chat via video in the free version. Push-to-talk channels make voice communication continuous and vibrant. The only minor ding is that Discord does not support threaded conversations, which is something
Slack added a while ago. (Image credit: Discord) It's interesting that people tend to overlook Discord as anything but a gamer portal intended for entertainment and fun. Yes, it's meant for that and draws in people of millions. (At last count, about 250 million people are using it – the Fortnite server alone has 500,000
members.) There is some extraordinary power here, however, for those who want to use Discord for business purposes or even to discuss a non-profit project, a school function, or an upcoming event. The reason it's so strong comes down to a few important factors. Primarily, Discord has managed to make voice
communication over the Internet seem like the person sitting right next to you. It feels more real-time than other team messaging apps. On all servers and channels, you can adjust permissions so that members can only have access to the conversations that matter most to them. The app is intended for massive public
discussions with servers you can create in seconds and use with hundreds or thousands of people. It's one of the best team messaging apps around, even if you think it's mostly for gaming. All the basics are here for cooperation. The competitionWe have not found a team messaging app that emphasizes instant voice
communication and real-time collaboration like Discord. It seems to stand alone in this regard, emphasizing a community-based ethos that could only come from the world of online gaming. How it rubs over to a company that makes widgets or needs to develop a marketing plan is a bit of an unknown - one could argue
that Slack and Microsoft Teams have a more serious approach. It's not that Discord won't work for a business messaging portal – it would quite good. The hurdle to overcome is that it is commonly known as a gaming platform. (Image credit: Discord) A quick search for public servers reveals right away - it's all Minecraft
and Fortnite, not so much Microsoft Outlook or Trello in terms of publicly available servers. It may take some less arm-twisting colleagues to convince colleagues to use Discord, but the app itself is a pleasure to use. Finally, domI the end, Discord has attracted millions of users because it just works and doesn't let a
plethora of high-end features weigh the app down or block real-time communication. We found no features related to data retention, archiving data for long-term use, or e-registration. The fact that it is completely free with unlimited storage is a great bonus. The question to answer for anyone considering the app for
business purposes is whether gaming aesthetic evidence – as we think it does – that this is an excellent community chat app or something more like Twitch that is intended only for gaming pros. We've also highlighted the best online collaboration tools A new malware has infiltrated the popular chat service Discord, and it
has the potential to steal your email address, phone address, username, password, IP address and more. The malware affecting the gaming-centric online chat app is being called Spidey Bot, according to Bleeping Computer. Twitter user MalwareHunterTeam first made aware of the malware on October 9. Aside from
stealing your information, Spidey Bot is also able to copy the first 50 characters from your Windows clipboard, which could also be upper and lowercase information like a password, as well as creating a backdoor of sorts for more malware to infiltrate. Tom's Guide reports that Maccomputers are not affected by malware.
Discord It suspects that malware travels around through Discord chats, modeling itself as cheats for games instead of the malicious software that it really is. Malware researcher Vitali Kremez told Bleeping Computer to look out for files named as Blueface Reward Claimer.exe and Synapse X.exe as malware. Since it is
difficult to say whether you have malware or not, it is recommended that users uninstall then reinstall the Discord app to be sure that all malware files have been removed. Digital trends reached out to Discord to comment on malware and how the company is becoming proactive in preventing the spread of malware, and
we will update this story when we hear back. There have been a lot of malware infiltrating popular websites in recent months. Late last month, 25 Android apps were found to contain malware. Most of the apps in question were photo editing apps or fashion apps. Earlier in September, 24 malware-affected Android apps
were found to be infected with Joker malware on the Google Play Store. The malware was designed to sign users up to various subscription services without them knowing so they would be charged in several before ever realizing that they subscribe. A good way to your PC from being infected with malware, spyware and
adware is to install antivirus software. Even Mac users should be careful with malware: Mac's layers of built-in security and third-party antivirus apps are never guaranteed 100% protection, so it is recommended to still install antivirus software for Mac computers. Editors' recommendations The two fighters prepare to
square, as a tuxedo ring announcer shouts into a microphone: Ladies and gentlemen! In this corner, weigh in at 208 pounds and straight from a third-place finish at Long Beach Pyramid - Rhino! The crowd of 1,700 combat fanatics who have squeezed into the All-American SportsPark arena in Las Vegas, jumps to its
feet and goes crazy. And in this corner, tipping scales at 198 pounds, trained by Los Angeles's infamous Team Sinister - Ronin! A moment later, the bell sounds and the fighters attacked each other. Rhino triggers a vicious uppercut to Ronin's midsection, and the garish sound of metal slams into the metal reverng
throughout the packed arena. That's right - metal on metal. Rhino and Ronin are battle-tested robots, deadly and perfectly legal. Forget fisticuffs. Spinning saw blades and steel-splitting axes are the choice weapons for these heavy-metal candidates. Unlike Evander Holyfield and Lennox Lewis, bots' flesh-and-blood
counterparts who fought just a week earlier at Vegas Mandalay Bay Resort &amp; Casino, a bot is never happy with a simple KO. The goal of each robot is to wipe out its opponent. This is, after all, BattleBots, a single-elimination tournament that rumbles into venues as diverse as The Sports Park in Vegas and Stanford
University's basketball court. Sporting names like Tazbot and Kill-O-Amp, these mechanized warriors are hand tools of special-effects wizards from such companies as Industrial Light &amp; Magic and Teradyne.Think of BattleBots as a kind of demolition derby for geeks. Working with the care and precision of a
heavyweight champion's cornermen, bot builders cart their fighters in a ring dubbed BattleBox. Ropes will not contain these robots, which can weigh nearly 500 pounds. Instead, the ring is encased in bulletproof glass, to protect the crowd from hurtling robot parts. Its floor is made of reinforced steel and is equipped with
saws whose swirling wings slice and dice any challenger who is unlucky enough to roll over them. Robot operators - or jockeys - stand outside battlebox, using lap-size remote control devices to maneuver their bots. Rhino's primary weapon is a CO2-powered pneumatic batter that attacks with 14,000 pounds of hitting
force - enough power to pierce a Humvee. Hanging from the bot's backside like a malicious tail is a 9-pound chunk of cast iron that could tear apart a person's leg when spinning at 40 MPH. Rhino's Ronin, boasts tank-tread wheels and a two-foot-long razor that protrudes from its front. As the two bots collide, Rhino fires
its rambuk into Ronin's tread. Ronin turns furious and then charges, sinking his blade into rhino's armor. But Rhino works his way loose and tastes Ronin with his blackjack of a tail, disabling one of Ronin's wheels. After three minutes of rage, the match ends and the three judges declare the Rhino the winner. Cause
Bradley, who is 27, carts the victorious Rhino from the ring. Bradley and his partners are happy to have notched a win, but they are disappointed to leave Ronin in one piece. Says the brooding, goatee Bradley, does his best imitation of Muhammad Ali's doggerel: We want to take out the opposition so they can't get back
into the contest. What is Bradley's secret to competing successfully in the winner-take-all world of struggling bots? The first step, he says, is to get in lots of roadworks. Rhino Starter Training Camp, Sausalito Hides DumpstersPrior for its championship bout in Las Vegas, heavyweight Lennox Lewis set up training camp in
Pennsylvania's Pocono Mountains. Two weeks before BattleBots, Team Rhino seized its fighter at a metal shop in Sausalito, California. Although Lewis battled a number of sparring partners, Rhino honed his ramming skills by beating an unhappy Dumpster in a parking lot late at night. But here the resemblance ends:
Even on a bad day, Lewis is unlikely to spout engine oil and shoot sparks - which is exactly what Rhino does when its circuit misfire. Fortunately, Bradley, Rhino's cut man, can adeptly handle such close-fitting robot tempers. Bradley grew up next to an exuberant junkyard, and he has long been obsessed with
transforming scavenged parts into big, dangerous machines. I started making flamethrowers, he says with a shrug, adding that the Rhino's early days were filled with risky bad luck. A few times, the robot spun out at Mach 2 and we couldn't turn it off. We had to wait for the battery to die. Having so much inertia spinning
around can be terribly unsettling. Although it is bots who are vying for glory, sending them into battle is ultimately a team endeavor - and rhino's cornermen are among the best on the pitch. By day, they work at R. Rabkin &amp; Associates Inc., a Sausalito-based company that manufactures chip testing equipment for the
likes of Intel and Motorola. Bradley is a machinist. David Estrich, 40, an electrical design engineer, handles the robot's circuitry. Machinist Chris Paretich, 34, specializes in intricate welding details. And Bobby Besuner, 33, does stress analysis on the bot when he's not working as a mechanical engineer. In addition, 27year-old Alexander Rose, executive director of the Long Now Foundation in San Francisco, has helped design and build Rhino.By they are working on Even CEO Rich Rabkin, 38, falls in to flip a few screws and deliver pizza when the guys pull a late one. Rabkin is so pumped for the upcoming fight that he closes the
office and accompanies the team to Vegas, sending them into battle with a short but memorable pep talk: All eyes are on us, boys, so we better kick. Such zeal is understandable: Rhino goes up against bots backed by some of Rabkin's biggest competitors, and an incalculably rich purse is at stake - office bragging rights.
Bots Invade Vegas, Geeks FreakA the day before the opening fight, 32 teams from London to Los Angeles descend on Vegas. The threshold for BattleBots is not unlike a weigh-in for boxers when the combatants check each other out - and try to psych their opponents. In the parking lot outside the arena, Team Rhino
gathers around a bot called Nightmare, which is operated by Jim Smentowski, 30, a computer animator for Industrial Light &amp; Magic. Nightmare looks like a huge tricycle with a raised front wheel that is made of aluminum and added stainless steel teeth. At the last BattleBots, Smentowski was banned from driving the
wheel in an upward direction. The wheel rotates at 300 MPH, and the BattleBox had no roof, explains Smentowski. Organizers feared the robot could start launching parts into the crowd. But this time, BattleBox has a tag of sport – which means he's free to unleash all nightmare's destructive powers. Smentowski eyes
the tables inside the tent and locks on Blendo. I would really like to see what we can do about the bot, he says and glows a little. Blendo destroyed our first robot, Hercules, the first time out. He captures aggro in his voice and quickly insists that outside the ring, no one has a grudge. But in the ring, he goes on, it's
something else. These are robots that hate robots. Sweet dreams: Rhino meets the nightmareFor its next fight, Rhino will go up against Nightmare and its upwardly spinning, spike-obsessed wheels. The bell sounds and the bots collide. As Nightmare works closely, its furiously rotating wheels shave a chunk of metal from
Rhino's body. Then Rhino takes a jog on Nightmare's deadly wheel - the equivalent of a go-for-broke punch. Estrich fires the rambuken that hits the steering wheel. But the wheel spins so fast that it breaks the ram's tip, which zips across the ring and smashes into the bulletproof wall. Rhino uses the match's last minute
smacking its tail against Nightmare.Rhino is declared the winner but the bot is not unscathed. Team Rhino hustles its robot to the pit. Bradley takes a screwdriver to the broken ram, while Paretich drills into rhinos' body to extract an affected bolt. When an organizer stops to ask if Rhino is ready for his next fight, the guys
can only laugh. It's no joke: Team Rhino has 40 minutes to repair and recharge his fighter for the next fight. A win would mean rhino reaching the final. Bradley grabs a battery-powered saw and sends sparks flying as he chisels a replacement batter. He puts the ram back on, throws off his sunglasses and declares:
Damn. We're pretty tweaked. Rabkin translates: A piece that holds the rambuk in place has snapped. We can still fire the ram, but it can break loose from the bot. In that case, the ram would fly over the ring like a pneumatic launched spear. The team should probably report the potential problem to the referees, but
Rabkin nixes this idea. It is better to ask for forgiveness, he declares, than to ask permission. Team Rhino rolls its fighter into the ring, where it will face the terrifying Vlad the Impaler, whose primary weapon is a pair of forkliftlike wings. Bradley delivers a quick pep talk: If we hit Vlad while both bots are moving, we'll be
able to nail it. Paretich counters skeptical, If Rhino moves, I'll be surprised. If the ram actually works, I'll be elated. In fact, the rambuken instantly punches a deep hole into Vlad's body. But then Vlad uses his forklift blades to flip Rhino. Fortunately, rhino is designed to run upside down. Unfortunately, Bradley has never
quite got the hang of driving in reverse. Vlad pins rhino against the wall and then it falls on one of the rotating saws that rise out of the floor. Sparks fly while the saw bites the Rhino. The crowd roars with approval. Needless to say, Rhino is eliminated from competition. But it still manages to get into third overall,
establishing itself as a real-deal contender. As the crew wagons rhino to a U-Haul, Jim Smentowski, the Nightmare creator, checks out the bot that defeated his fighter. And he produces a peace offering - a bolt ripped from Nightmare during his battle with rhino. Bradley looks at the gift appreciatively and then hands
Smentowski the tip of the rams that Nightmare broke rhino. There's something about looking at a piece of machinery that went through a violent collision, says Bradley, sounding like a lovesick character from Crash that creepy David Cronenberg movie. You see shafts that have broken, teeth missing from its gears. It is
very appealing to create a machine that can do this. Then, as a cornerman draping a towel over his fighter, Bradley covers rhino with a tarpaulin and pulls it into the truck, proud that his bot has created a satisfying degree of havoc. Freelancer Michael Kaplan (mkap@interport.net) also contributes to Details and
SmartMoney. Action Item: bots.comIf you're thinking of building a struggling bot – or even if you just want to witness a robot rumble firsthand – you can get an up-to-the-minute primer by visiting the BattleBots website. A news section BattleBots community an apprised of new developments in the robo-world and of
upcoming bouts; There are also links to the bulletin board at Delphi Forums Inc., where participants and fans swap secrets about armor, circuits, and tactics to get a 480-pound combat machine past airport security. Coordinates: BattleBots, www.battlebots.comSidebar: Battle PlanBiohazard was probably the most feared
robot at BattleBots in Las Vegas. Going into this event, it was undefeated in the one-on-one contest. Its jockey, Carlo Bertocchini, a 39-year-old mechanical designer at Raychem Corp., in Menlo Park, California, is generally considered highly resourceful and tactically agile. He knows that even robots need a battle plan.
And while Biohazard was upset during his one-on-one fight in Vegas, Bertocchini regrouped and ensured that his fighter came back and won the tournament finale, Robot Rumble. Here are three of Bertocchini's favorite tricks for winning on zero-sum game fighting bots. Understand your opponent. You don't win if you
don't do your homework. If I fight Blendo, which spins at 80 MPH and uses kinetic energy to blast other bots, I know it takes Blendo time to get its flywheel up to speed. As soon as the bell sounds, I get Biohazard to charge Blendo and try to reverse it before Blendo can inflict damage. Take your punches. If Biohazard
goes up against a robot that needs time to reload its weapon - like Blendo with its rotating wheel - Biohazard will take a few shots and then hit back while the opponent is momentarily defenseless. Design for defense. I specifically designed Biohazard so that it has a low apron (made of titanium) that covers its moving
parts. In the end, a robot can't lose if you can't hurt it. Coordinates: Carlo Bertocchini, Webmaster@robotbooks.comSidebar: Anatomy of a BattlebotMany robot operators believe that Mark Setrakian, 34, who has designed and built mechanical puppets for films such as Men in Black and the remake of Mighty Joe Young,
has built the bot of the future. Most fighting bots are designed to roll on wheels. Setrakian's robot, dubbed Mechadon, actually goes at the points of its claws - which allows it to operate with an almost balletlike elegance. Here, Setrakian delivers a close hold on his heavy metal fighter. Torso: Mechadon body is divided into
three segments, each of which works independently of the others. Ben: I use specially designed interface maps to help control Mechadon's six steel legs and its claws, which can grab and hold another bot. Body Armor: I've made Mechadon out of aluminum, which is both lighter and thicker than steel. Aluminium buys

time against robots like Ginsu, which has hard metal-tipped saws. Midsection: Power pack is housed in Mechadon's middle section. Most robots run at 24 electricity; Mechadon uses 160 volts, giving it more speed and power. Claws: Mechadon's claws are made of steel. Their tips consist of a high-strength alloy and are
extremely sharp – not unlike a steel pencil, with 400 pounds of robotic energy pushing down on it. Coordinates: Mark Setrakian, necromat@pacbell.netSidebar: Bots in a BoxOn at once, the only ones who built robots were the ones who could make the machines from scratch. Not anymore. In the last few years, dozens
of robot-building kits have come on the market, and many of them are available online from the Mondo-tronics Robot Store. Although none of the following models are going to win battles at BattleBots, they will provide an entrance to the world of amateur robotics. Hyper Peppy Robot Kit ($29.95), from OWI. This is one of
our simplest robots - no soldering required, says Jason Cooper, 23-year-old vice president of Mondo-tronics. It has three wheels and looks like a mini-tricycle with a spherical dome. It also comes with an audio sensor that makes the robot react when you clap your hands. Mobile 5 Axis Robotic Arm Kit ($250), from
Lynxmotion Inc. Looks like a construction crane on wheels, this robot has an arm that stretches to 14 inches, grabs things, and then rotates. You can program it on your PC, says Cooper, who learned his Mobile 5 to separate different colored M&Ms. It's easy to construct - all you need is glue, double-sided tape and basic
hand tools. Rug Warrior Pro Kit ($595), from AK Peters. Created by researchers at MIT, Rug Warrior looks like a classic, Jetsons-style robot. You can program it completely from your PC, and it comes filled with infrared sensors, a microphone and a navigation system. Coordinates: Mondo-tronics Robot Store,
www.robotstore.com www.robotstore.com
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